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IN VITRO PROPAGATOR

*** DISCOUNT VOLUME***
SEE TERMS AND INFORMATIONS

Sure winners!

Rosa Aurora BorealisTM

Rosa ‘Oscar Peterson’

Hemerocallis ‘La Stéphanoise’

The Aurora Borealis™ rose, the third addition to Vineland’s 49th Parallel Collection is
finally release in 2021. The hardy rose flower colour is sunset pink and blooms in flushes
throughout the season with a light fragrance. Foliage is dark green and glossy. It is
resistant to black spot and powdery mildew. http://49throses.com

Named after the Canadian pianist and jazz composer Oscar Peterson, the only pure
white flower rose coming from the Canadian Artists Series is always a winner. In 2020,
the rose won gold in the Nyon Switzerand international rose trials. Upright in habit, repeat
bloomer, with clean glossy foliage, a must in your garden.
The daylily La Stéphanoise, was hybridized and named in honor of the citizens of the
municipality of St-Etienne-des-Gres in Quebec. The hemerocallis has an abundant and
fragrant flowering, with highly showy flowers. It blooms between the end of July and
September and has a beautiful impact. The shoot height is 70 cm (27’’) and the flower is
dark pink with yellow fringe.

Terms and further information:
Discount Volume (net)
4500$-9999$
10000$- 24999$
25000$-39999$
40000$ +

2021
2%
5%
8%
10%

Note : Royalties are not charged in the discount volume.
-For an order less than 100 plants (total), a 30% fee will be added to the invoice.
-1% interest can be charge for overdue after 45 days.
- An account can be expected for order over 5000$.
-Please inform us of your preferred ship date. We shipped at both dormant and growing season.
-We can help you find the best common carriers. The shipping will be added to your bill.
- Prices do not include shipping charges. If requested, 3,5$ per box will be added to the shipping.
- Notify us immediately in case of damage.
-Our common product size is 72 plugs. We may change format size to accommodate you. We
don’t sale stage III.
-If your favorite or new plant does not appear in the list, contact us. Propagation contract
available
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